
Steel door market

High performance 
coil coating systems
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Lasting partnerships

Commitment of trust to 
deliver leading service and 

results every time.

Tailored products

High quality coatings that stand 
the test of time to ensure premium 

performance for your projects.

Leading services

Protecting your projects and your 
reputation. We apply our expertise so 

you can apply the perfect coating.

Discover more 
behind one door
Our leading products are equally matched by service that drives 
your business. Discover the benefits you can find behind one door:
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Steel door  
coatings for  
specifiers, service 
centers and coaters

AkzoNobel offers trusted partnerships built 
on a strong reputation of supplying quality, 
unique coatings to the steel door market.

Our steel door coatings give flexibility and diversity to a range of 
applications including rolling steel doors, commercial and residential 
entry doors, residential garage doors and commercial track doors.

Residential  
garage doors

Commercial  
track doors

Commercial 
entry doors

Residential 
entry doors

Rolling  
steel doors

What we offer
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POLYDURE® 
Leading polyester topcoat 
systems for steel doors
POLYDURE® is the leading proprietary resin technology 
specifically tailored to the needs of the steel door market.

POLYDURE® for steel doors
Our portfolio of POLYDURE® coatings provides a high quality premium 
appearance to protect your brand and projects for increased end user 
satisfaction. POLYDURE® for steel doors excels when combined with a 
leading primer and backer as part of a system. Our full portfolio is also 
backed by our proven warranty and customer service for peace of mind. Versatility in field quality and performance  

is only rivaled by the service we provide

Provides a broad range of color,  
gloss, print and texture options

Proven trouble-free application combined 
 with a consistent, smooth film  
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POLYDURE® N D2000

Optimized coating provides scratch and 
abrasion resistance with built-in flexibility. 
Primarily for the track door segment.

Standard hybrid coating

POLYDURE® N D2020

Flexible coating improves production 
throughput and lowers reject rates. 
Primarily for the track door segment.

Maximum flexible coating

POLYDURE® N D2030

Maximum scratch, abrasion and wear 
resistance that stands strong. Primarily  
for the rolling steel door segment.

Tough and rigid coating

Each steel door project is unique.  
That's why we offer a full portfolio of options tailored 
specifically for the rigors of steel door applications.

Combines leading performance 
with premium appearance

Exceptional performance during 
fabrication and transport

Increases forming, bending  
and embossing flexibility

Improves confidence to  
increase production efficiency

Tough coating that stays  
looking newer for longer

Durable and quiet even  
during constant door opening  
and closing cycles
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For specifiers

The benefits

 Quality control programs to ensure color stability and accuracy

 Easy to use digital solutions to optimize the process

 Quick turns on sample requests

 Proven performance on coating line and in the field

For service centers

  Innovative and leading partnering services 

 Services and programs designed to optimize your business

 Coatings that are easy to work with (worry-free processing  
 during slitting, forming, etc.)

For coaters

 Leading coatings with aesthetic and performance benefits

 Innovative coating options to bring projects to life

 Experts who advise solutions based on your project needs 

 Long track record of product performance proven in the field

A quality coating is only 
part of the story 
Your team of AkzoNobel coating experts combine an industry-leading 
door coatings portfolio with the highest level of customer service 
relationships and tailored programs to bring your projects to life.

24/7 service  
and support

Real world  
testing

Innovative  
products

Product  
support

Sustainable 
technology

And many more 
benefits designed 
to support you...
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Color stability program

 Track all line data for color and gloss performance

 Tight quality control tolerances to ensure low  
 variability and match master standard specs

 Increase color and gloss consistency of final project

 Expert advice on solutions to fit your needs

 Industry knowledge and expertise to optimize your business

 Expert color trends program to achieve project goals

 Color programs to ensure color consistency

Our industry-leading color 
stability program reduces time  
and costs while increasing 
project accuracy and success.

Retail color  
matching program

 Match paint to trim and other ancillary  
 coatings for project consistency

 Research retailers and obtain matching  
 product codes and corresponding data

 Quickly respond to color matches  
 and new product requests

 Monitor projects from start to finish

AkzoNobel’s leading color 
program offers a matching 
process ensuring color 
consistency of adjacent trims  
and ancillary coatings.

Relationships and  
industry expertise

Color 
expertise

You can depend on us. Our services are designed to 
offer market leading products and an expert service 
allowing you to optimize your business.



coilcoatings.akzonobel.com/us
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We’ve been pioneering a world of possibilities to 
bring surfaces to life for well over 200 years. As 
experts in making coatings, there’s a good chance 
you’re only ever a few meters away from one of 
our products. Our world class portfolio of brands – 
including Dulux, International, Sikkens and Interpon 
– is trusted by customers around the globe. We’re 
active in more than 150 countries and have set 
our sights on becoming the global industry leader. 
It’s what you’d expect from the most sustainable 
paints company, which has been inventing the 
future for more than two centuries.

For more information please visit  
www.akzonobel.com.
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